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Abstract. In the paper the problems connected with the mathematical modeling of alloys 
solidification (macro scalę) are presented. The similar lecture was delivered by the authors 
during the IV Conference on Mathematical Modelling in Physics and Technique, 
Kleszczów, 28-30 June 2012. In particular the one domain method (fixed domain approach) 
in which the parameter called ‘a substitute thermal capacity‘ appears will be discussed. The 
one domain method bases on the Fourier équation describing the thermal processes in the 
whole conventionally homogeneous casting domain. The substitute thermal capacity (STC) 
can be defined in the different ways. The first group of définitions results from the différen
tiation of the function determining the local volumétrie solid state fraction in the neigbor- 
hood of the point considered, while the second one is based on the direct assumption of the 
STC form, at the same time this function should fulfill the condition resulting from the 
change of alloy physical enthalpy during the phase change. The details of these approaches 
will be presented in the Sections 2 and 3.

Introduction

Let us consider the following energy équation

. .dT(x,t) r . . . dfJxf)c(T)—VJ.(T)V7'(.v./)] + Z^_2 (1)

where c(T) is a volumétrie spécifie heat of casting material, f(T) is a thermal con- 
ductivity, L is a volumétrie latent heat, T= T(x, t),fs=f@x, t) dénoté the tempéra
ture and the local volumétrie fraction of solid state, x dénotés the spatial Co
ordinates, t is a time. One can see, that only heat conduction in a casting volume is 
considered. The energy équation can constitute a base both in a case of macro-scale 
modeling and a micro/macro one [1-4]. The différences appear at the stage of de
rivative dfs/dt définition.

The typical mathematical model of casting solidification also contains the ener
gy équation for the mould sub-domain, this meaning
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where the index m identifies the mould sub-domain, at the same time the non- 
homogeneous mould can be also considered.

On the extemal surface of mould the 3rd type of boundary condition is, as 
a rule, accepted

dT (x,t\ r . . i
xt -Tj (3)

dn

where a is a heat transfer coefficient, Ta is an ambient température, d/dn dénotés 
a normal derivative.

On the contact surface between casting and mould the continuity condition is 
given

dT(x,ù T(x,t)-T(x,t) dT(x,t\-X—= V 7 ’ 7 = ’ 7 (4)
dn R(x,t) dn

where R is a thermal résistance. For R = 0 (a such assumption can be done in the 
case of sand mix mould) the last équation is of the form

8T(x,t) dTm(x,f)
" dn m dn (5)

T(x,t) = Tm(x,t)

The initial température distribution for t = 0

t = T(x,O) = To(x) , (6)

is also known.

1. STC as a resuit of function fs knowledge

We dénoté the températures corresponding to the beginning and the end of the 
solidification process as TL and Ts. The domain bounded by the values TL, T$ is 
called a mushy zone. The first group of STC définitions is based on the assumption 
that the temperature-dependent function fs in the interval [7s, TL ] is known, and 
then

= dfs dT(x,t)
dt dT dt

Introducing the formula (7) to the équation (I) one obtains

C(T)^^ = V[à(T)VT(x,/)] (8)
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where C(T) = c(T) - L dl\/d Z is called 'a substitute thermal capacity'. This Parame
ter can be defined in the different ways.

Let us introduce the following définition of STC

CL >

C(T) = <cP-L^ TS<T<TP

T <T.,

(9)

where q, cr, c$ are the volumétrie spécifie heats of molten metal, the mushy zone 
and solid state sub-domains. In this way one can use the équation (8) as the model 
of thermal processes proceeding in the whole, conventionally homogeneous, cast
ing domain. The function fs should fulfill the ‘natural’ conditions this means 
fs<TL) -0 and/ZZ) =1.

The formulated above conditions assures the function of the type
z \n

T _T \

<10>
VA -S )

and then

dÁ(r)____ n ÍTl-TY'
dZ T, -TS\TL-TS) V 7

Finally
z \ n-1

T Í T -T \
C(Z) = c,, +---------n ------ (12)

tl-ts \tl-ts)

or denoting L!(Tl - Ts) = csp (a spectral latent heat) one has
z xn-l

C(T) = cP+cspn (B)
W ‘-s )

It is easy to check that

ZÁ - Z Ï
dT = cp(Tl-Ts) +L

In particular for n = 1 one has

C(rVř+~Mc,„ Te[Ts,T,]

(14)

(15)
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One can see that the linear course of/,- leads to the constant value of a thermal 
capacity of a mushy zone sub-domain. Assuming additionally the constant values 
of c$ and C/_ one obtains the staircase function as an approximation of C (7).

In Figure 1 the course of STC resulting from (15) is marked [5],

C(T)i

0 T's
Fig. 1. The course of STC (équation (15))

The substitute thermal capacity shown in Figure 1 is discontinuons. This tact 
may be disadvantageous from the numerical view-point and the smoothing proce
dures corresponding to the STC courses shown in Figure 2 can be applied.

Fig. 2. Smoothing of STC

In paper [6] the définitions of STC resulting from the simple macrosegregation 
models are presented. In particular, for two successive time levels t and i+A/ we 
hâve the following form of volume balance

Fs (t) zs (i) + VL (i) zL (t) = Vs (t + Ai) zs (i + Ai) + VL(t + Ai) zL (i + Ai) (16) 

where zs, zL are the concentrations of alloy component in the solid and liquid phas
es. The change of volume Fs, (t + Ai) - Fs. (i) is conventionally shown in Figure 3 
[6]. The values of Vs, and zs, zL for time t + Ai we can find using the Taylor 
sériés
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etc.

r s. (z + At) - Vs (z)+Az

Fig. 3. The change of global Vs(t)

(17)

Now, the balance ( 16) takés a form

âzs dkjK —- + —-
dz dz

r ds, dVL
, —- +—-z, = 0 

dz dz
(18)

or

d/ d/ S
Ł+Ł=o 
dZ dZ

(19)

Introducing the partition coefficient k = zs/zL and the dependence fs = \-ft one 
has

dfy ! Ä _ k 1 
dzi zL \ — kzL

(20)

The équation (20) should be solved using the condition z = z0 : fL = 1 . The solu
tion of équation (20) is of the form

"o _ kzL
0-*)"/.

(21)

This resuit corresponds to the well known lever arm model. If the Straight lines 
determining the dependencies Ts (j<?) and TL(zL) are of the form

Tl =Tp+ aLzL
Ts = TP + aszs

(22)

(7>is a solidification point of pure metal) then
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Because

4A = dĄ d/£ __ Zp 1
dT dzL dT (1-k^zl aL

therefore

C(T) = cP----- L(T°~T^ (24)

(M(^)

We can 
mathematic

also assume that the derivative dzs, / dz = 0 and then (after the simple 
al manipulations) one obtains the other form of équation (19)

&Zi + aÍL + &2i=o (25)
dl 5 L dl dl L

or

= (26)
fi ^~k)ZL

For z = :0 : fi = 1 and then
i 

( z 
fL= — (27)

The last équation corresponds to the Scheil model. In which case
2-k

T ( T -T
C (T) = cp + 7-----77--------- 7  ---- - (28)7 P (X-k)(Tp-T0)[Tp-T )

2. STC - direct approach

The ‘start point’ of the considérations presented below is the formula

jc(T)dT=cr(Tr-Ts) + L (29)
Ts

resulting from the change of physical enthalpy from Ts to TL.
So, in the páper [7] and lecture [8] the concept of ‘broken line’ STC approxima

tion has been presented - Figure 4.
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If Tm dénotés a certain value of température from the interval 17\. 7},] then for in
terval [Ts, Tm\

C(T) = cs + C-~Cs (T-Ts) (30)

while for [TMj Tf ]

C(T) = cl + C™-^ (T-Tl) (31)
h.

Condition (29) leads to the following dependence

^^{Tm-Ts) + ^^{Tl-Tm) = L + Ci\Tl-Ts) (32)

In the last équations cmax is the maximum value of thermal capacity. After the 
simple mathematical manipulations one obtains

'ZL + c, (Tu - T\. ) + c.. ÍT, - Tu )_ _________ L \ M SJ S \ L M J
CMAX ~ T —T,

The methods of sensitivity analysis show that the choice of TM is not essential 
and the Authors of the paper [7] propose to assume the arithmetic mean of interval 
K, tli

Now, the other approximation of STS will be presented (e.g. [3]). For the inter
val between the border températures the parameter discussed is assumed in the 
form
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C(T) = c,. + (c -c,.)--------' o \ max o / /jn (34)

where cs is the volumétrie spécifie heat of solid. The value of cmax is show in Fig
ure 5.

Fig. 5. Linear fonction C(T)

Using the condition (29) one has

~cs &T = cp(Tl-Ts) + L

and the parameter cmax can be found using the équation

i (Tl - Ts ) (cmax + U ) = cp (Tl ~Ts) + L

(35)

(36)

The very attractive proposition is presented, among others, in the paper [9]. The 
course of STC is approximated by the polynomial of 4th degree. The coefficients of 
this function are assumed in such a way that to obtain the continuons and différen
tiable function, at the same time the condition (29) is also fulfílled.

Fig. 6. The course of STC (biological (issue)
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In Figure 6 the course of STC for biological tissue is shown. This parameter is 
used in a case of numerical modeling of the cryosurgery treatments.

Conclusions

The different versions of substitute thermal capacity définitions presented in this 
paper can be used at the stage of alloys solidification modelling. The formulas cor
respond to the cases of typical binary alloys and for instance, are not suitable for 
modelling of cast iron solidification (because of more complex course of the pro- 
cess). The testing computations show that the results of computations using the 
different hypothèses conceming the STC are similar ones. According to the authors 
the best hypothèses (from the physical point of view) result from the assumption of 
coupled thermal and macrosegregation phenomena.
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